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Raid hq cheats

Raid HQ is an absolutely amazing management base and raid game that has just been launched on the app store. With beautiful graphics and even better gameplay (battles including shmup/metroidvania battles), this is one you must play the title and certainly one will fully enjoy. I am here to help make
this experience better by sharing a bunch of HQ raid cheats: tips and strategy guide to build a flawless base, unlock all the heroes and destroy all enemy bases... All day long! The truth is that you can constantly raid here, so why not do it? It's fun and it'll be a lot better if you follow our HQ raid tips and
tricks below! 1. Upgrade your base you should constantly work on upgrading your base and always have your workers do something, otherwise your progress will be much slower. Build everything you can, unlock everything it can, and start working on upgrades. I recommend taking them all to the same
level before moving to a new level in order to get a balanced base. Don't forget that you can remove 10 minutes of waiting time by watching an ad in the game and if there are 5 minutes or less left, you can rush production for free. Start upgrading your storage building, then go to everything else - if you
don't have the money to upgrade and you have free workers, just be jealous until you have enough money! It's that simple! 2. Upgrade your heroes there are tons of heroes available in the game, and of course, rare ones are the best. However, you can upgrade them all if you have cards and there is a
possibility that more common heroes will be just as useful as rare ones if they are of a high enough level. So my suggestion would be to try to upgrade as many heroes as possible at the beginning (upgrade costs are really low for the first two levels), see the ones you like the most and try to focus on
them. However, keep in mind that if you constantly get cards for a particular hero you don't necessarily like, you may still get better than the ones you use if they are of a higher level. So always try to find the balance between intelligently promoting heroes and keeping the heroes you love on your team. 3.
How to choose heroes for your team the game works on the basis of rock – paper – mechanical scissors, meaning that some forces are strong against a kind of forces and weak against another, so it makes sense to select heroes that get the kind of reward against the enemy you are facing. So go first to
the map and launch an attack - those in the campaign are free, so simply click on an island you want to attack and look at the colors of the weapons and buildings that you are about to face and simply bring powerful heroes against this kind of enemy. If you don't want to do it, having a balanced team (as
many hero colors as possible) is the best approach, but if you really want to ace strategically, it's best to create your teams based on the enemies you're about to face, especially because some of the show squad bonuses Enemy sanctions. 4. How to choose the best attack route usually, one that gives
you the most resources can be considered the best way, but you must also take into account the colors of the buildings you have to face. If you are trying to collect medals to promote the blue hero, for example, it makes sense just to try to focus on roads with the bluer buildings. Decide what your priority is
at that very moment and go for it. Remember, though, that resources are produced over time, while medals for upgrades are hard to earn and eventually you will need tons of them to upgrade your heroes to higher levels. 5. Get all free! You get a free chest (VIP chest if you make a purchase of gems at
least) every 3 hours and one premium every 24 hours. Be sure to sign in as many as possible in order to claim these breasts, which are filled with cards that you will use to upgrade your heroes and turn your team into the best one there. Although not technically free, you should know that there are islands
that offer you daily cards if you attack and win so you should definitely make sure to attack them and get as many cards as possible (something in the daily islands cards, daily island color card or alcatraz). Try to get as many cards as possible because the more you have, the better you will do in the long
run. 6. How to open PVP? You need to repair the PvP carrier, which costs 20,000, so you will be able to get it unlocked once you upgrade your headquarters to Level 3 (and upgrade your gold storage as well). Don't rush to do this, though, because before you open it, you can't be attacked so it's best to
cancel everything before opening it, and thus open pvp, where you will lose resources. 7. Don't forget to build your defenses also apart from the defensive towers that you have in the game to protect your headquarters, tapping the same headquarters gives you two options: to ask troops from your
colleagues in your clan (so joining a clan is a must to increase your defensive chances) and build/upgrade your mech, a big robot that players will eventually battle. Be sure to order troops and also upgrade your Mech in order to do a better job in the game! These are, for now, our HQ Raid tips and tricks.
If you have other suggestions for your fellow players, let us know by commenting below. Stay tuned with us and we will post more content and guides for this amazing game! Raid HQ is an immersive base-building game for Android and iOS devices by mobile gaming studios, which comes with some
trading card game mechanics (TCG). You'll get to collect and upgrade troop cards, use them to create your own squad and make them better, and have your squad fight to win while building and customizing your island base. This means defending your base from enemy raids, which is an integral part of
these types of mobile games. As you can in other games of this genre, you can join the clan and team to win trophies, power, and glory Defeat rival clans and help each other. By the sounds of things, this is the last one of those games to try to build on the success of Clash of Clans. But having TCG
mechanics is one of the many ways this game tries to stand out and be more than just coC imitated in a different mode. Since it also means a lot of things to learn, we've compiled a detailed raid headquarters strategy guide to build the perfect base and train (and contract) those troops and heroes in the
right way. 1. Upgrade your base regularly one thing you should do in this game is to upgrade your base whenever you can. Keep these workers busy, because if you don't, you'll be left behind by other more serious human players. Make sure that everyone has something to do, may be working on or
upgrading new buildings. Normally, you want to start by upgrading the building storage, then working your way from there. And try to unlock as much stuff as you can for your base! But what about this major concern many players have with frequent upgrades and building creating? We'll deal with that at



the next 2. How to speed up those build/upgrade times know how frustrating it can be to wait for hours, or even days, for something to be created or upgraded. You've got a lot of things that you can do with this building that has been created or settled, and waiting can often be the hardest part. Raid HQ,
fortunately, allows you to speed up those waiting times. Watch an ad video and you can shave ten minutes of the usual waiting time, and produce a free rush if there is less than five minutes to go. 3. Upgrade your HQ Blitz Heroes comes with no shortage of heroes for you to unlock and use, and each of
these heroes differ in terms of rarity; If you have all the required cards, you can upgrade your heroes, but don't worry if you're stuck with a group of common heroes. Some of them can then be very useful if you upgrade enough of them. Speaking of the best upgrade strategy for heroes, it would be better
to upgrade as many of them as possible if you just start, and upgrade costs will not be too high for the first two levels. Once you decide on a few heroes who love the most, you can focus on them to move forward when upgrading them. But you may end up with cards for a hero who you are not very fond
of; This means that you shouldn't focus completely on the heroes you love, because some of those you don't love may end up being better after all. 4. Do you have to choose champions for your team based on the item? This game, like many others, has a elemental or rock paper scissors mechanic in
play. One type of force may be strong against another type, but weak against a separate one. Use this mechanic to select the best heroes, meaning those that can give you a reward against the kind of enemy you are against. Take a closer look at the colors of weapons and buildings from While in
campaign mode, choose heroes that have a elemental advantage over the enemy. You can also form a balanced team that covers as many types of elements/colors as possible, but if it sounds like a lot of work for you, you can do manual things, strategic method and often change your lineup depending
on the type of enemy you will be up against. 5. How to cancel the game PvP mode some say such games are not worth the effort if there is no player vs player mode available. The good news is that there is such a situation in this game, as we alluded above, and you can open it in a fairly simple way, if it
is expensive. Once you upgrade your headquarters to Level 3 and upgrade your gold storage to the same level, you can repair the PvP carrier, which will cost you £20,000. However, you may want to postpone some time before opening PvP. Once the mode is unlocked, your rule will be a fair game
against human players, so you may want to limit everything before making a jump to PvP. Form ing a good attack route – what should you do? The best way, speaking in general terms, is which will give you the most and better resources. However, the color hero/elemental mechanic also comes into play
here, as you should also consider the colors of enemy buildings. Take this simple example, if your goal is to collect medals to promote the blue hero, you just want to go on roads that have a lot of blue buildings. Consider your priorities and remember that medals for upgrades can be a great challenge to
earn, and you may need a lot of them if you want to unleash your heroes' full potential in the game. 7. Download up on free stuff every three hours, HQ raid will gift you with regular free chest, and every 24 hours, you'll get a premium chest, also free. You can also get VIP chests if you make a purchase
with your gems, which is an excellent currency. In order to get as much free as possible, log on to the game often; 8. Attack islands for daily cards in addition, you can also get more cards by attacking some islands in the game that offer daily cards as a bonus. Make sure that you attack them, they may be
daily card islands, daily color card islands, or alcatraz. Loading up on as many cards as you can, the more cards, of course, mean more opportunities to upgrade. 9. Join the clan we were saying that you must join the clan in this game and take advantage of the social elements that come within. Being part
of a clan allows you to request troops and resources, although you must also give back if someone in your clan asks you to lend a helping hand. 10. Build a strong defense you already have some defensive towers that come as inventory equipment for your base. But defending your base against bad guys
requires more than that. Clan members, or to build or upgrade your Mech - this is a great robot that faces all players at the end of a battle. These will be our tips and tricks for mobile games studios' immersive base building game, RAID HQ. We'll update this guide with additional hints, the more we
discover, so stay tuned! Tuned!
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